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ABSTRACT
In the current literature, ultra- wideband (UWB) waveforms
are said to possess several potential advantages such as
penetration of foliage, walls and ground, as well as target
identification and detection of stealth targets. Due to the
potential advantages of UWB waveforms, UWB power sources are
currently being developed. This thesis investigates the
Fourier synthesis method of waveform generation which is to be
used with ultra-wideband radar. The major advantages of this
method over traditional methods are that accurate control of
pulse shapes and pulse repetition intervals (PRI) can be
generated. In this thesis, the Fourier method is extended to
generation of binary coded waveforms for UWB systems. The
generation of such codes is important as it allows for the use
of longer coded pulses. These coded pulses contain more energy
and improve signal to noise ratio (SNR) while still retaining
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I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years progress has been made in the development
of ultra- wideband (UWB) technology. As a result, experimental
UWB radars are being built and system concepts are being
studied. UWB signals have special features which are not
present in conventional radar waveforms. The feature is the
presence of low frequency components and a very large
bandwidth (or narrow pulse width) at the same time. The low
frequency components may excite target resonances and
penetrate ground and foliage. This may allow detection of low
RCS targets at medium ranges including the detection of
targets hidden in foliage or underground. Very narrow pulse
widths give fine range resolution with a low amount of
clutter. Decreased clutter is an important aspect of low RCS
target detection.
The object of this thesis is to review and investigate
the advances in generation of UWB waveforms. In chapter II of
this thesis, the characteristics and theoretical aspects of
UWB system are briefly introduced. Chapter III provides a
review of the traditional method of UWB (impulse) waveform
generation. The key concept behind the traditional impulse
generation is the storage and compression of energy. Energy is
stored from a continuous low power source for a period of
time, to the capacity of the storage method or to the level
needed. The energy is then released in a very short period of
time to obtain a high peak power. This process allows for the
production of very high peak power of short duration from
supplies with lower power. Chapter IV explains the method of
waveform generation by the Fourier synthesis method. From
Fourier theory, any periodic signal can be decomposed into the
sum of its weighted sinusoids. Conversely, a periodic signal
can be generated by a suitably weighted sum of sinusoids.
Thus, any periodic waveform can be synthesized by summing the
outputs of several harmonically related oscillators. Chapter
IV extends the waveform generation beyond simple periodic
pulses to the generation of complex amplitude coded waveforms.
This capability will allow pulse compression and coherent
integration of UWB signals which reduces the need for very
large power sources as required for conventional impulse




The ultra-wideband (UWB) system differs from conventional
systems in that its bandwidth is a significant fraction of its
center frequency. A typical narrow band radar may have
bandwidth of 1 MHz centered at 1 GHz whereas a UWB radar may
have instantaneous bandwidth extending from 200 MHz to 5 GHz.
This extraordinarily large bandwidth has the potential of
identifying targets, reducing the effectiveness of low-
observable treatments and detecting targets in foliage or
behind walls. These tasks are now considered difficult using
current conventional narrow band systems. [Ref. l:p. 3 71]
A. DEFINITION OF ULTRA-WIDEBAND
Ultra-wideband (UWB) became an accepted electronic term
after the 1990 Ultra -wideband conference in Los Alamos, New
Mexico. UWB is defined as a signal whose bandwidth is at least
wider than 25% of its center frequency. [Ref. l:p. 371]
Conventionally, the bandwidth of a signal is described in
terms of its frequency spread called absolute bandwidth (BW)
(defined as the value between the highest and the lowest
frequencies of interest in the signal) . The center frequency
is defined as the middle of this frequency spread. [Ref. 2:p.
464] These relationships can be expressed in the form of
equations as







f h is the highest frequency of interest in the signal,
f, is the lowest frequency of interest in the signal,
f
c
is the center frequency of the signal.
Another way to express bandwidth is called relative
bandwidth (rj) . Relative bandwidth is the ratio of frequency
spread to the center frequency of the signal. [Ref . 3: P. 19-
21]
relative bandwidth ( r\ ) = —2——- x 100
(2.2)
2 ' ( f h - f i)
= \ * ' x 100 .
Relative bandwidth (tj) is thus equal to or greater than 25%
for UWB signals. Larger relative bandwidths can be achieved by
the generation of a pulse containing one or few cycles of a
sinusoidal carrier or by the generation of narrow baseband
pulses. [Ref. 4:p. 486]
B. WAVEFORM AND FREQUENCY SPECTRUM
In this section, the bandwidth of the radar signal
generated by transmitting few cycles of the carrier is
derived. [Ref. 5:p. 4-5]
A time waveform s(t) has a frequency spectrum S(f) given
by its Fourier transform
S(f /s(t) e -j2flft dt _ (2.3)
If s(t) is a pulsed signal consisting of a sinusoid of
frequency f and duration t, then equation (2.3) becomes




sin[7r (f + f ) t 3 sin[Tr (f -f ) t
7T(f + f ) T ir(f -f ) t
Since a pulse of duration t contains N cycles, then t is equal
to N/f . Substituting N/f for t in the above equation, one






Spectra for pulses consisting of different numbers of cycles
of sine wave are shown in Figure (2.1) . This figure shows that
the spectrum is not symmetrical about the center frequency f
when N is small
.
Table (2.1) gives fm , f,, f h and relative bandwidth for
the number of cycles, N, of the carrier in a pulse. N varies
from 1 to 9
,
Figure 2.1 Frequency spectrum of N cycle sine wave
where
f, is the lower 3dB frequency,
f h is the higher 3dB frequency,
fm is the frequency of peak amplitude,
r\
,
the relative bandwidth is calculated from 3dB
bandwidth.
TABLE 2.1 RELATIVE BANDWIDTH FOR SINUSOIDAL WITH NUMBER
OF CYCLES (N) FROM 1 TO 9
N=l N=2 N=3 N=4 N=5 N=6 N=7 N=8 N=9
fm/f, 0.84 0.96 0.98 0.99 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
f./ft 0.42 0.75 0.84 0.89 0.91 0.93 0.94 0.95 0.95
fh/f« 1.30 1.18 1.13 1.10 1.08 1.07 1.06 1.05 1.04
V 88% 43% 29% 21% 17% 14% 12% 10% 9%
The value of fm is determined by S(fmax ), the values of f, and





S(f) is given by equation (2.5),
S(f max ) is the maximum value of equation (2.5) .
From Table (2.1), one may conclude that a signal will not be
a UWB signal according to the definition unless it has three
or fewer cycles of carrier in its waveform.
C. CHARACTERISTICS OF ULTRA-WIDEBAND WAVEFORM
As mentioned earlier, ultra-wideband signals have two
major distinguishing characteristics as compared to
conventional narrow band signals. UWB signals have very wide
bandwidths and contain low frequency components. Some
implications of these characteristics are as follows.
1. Implications of Very Wide Bandwidth
a. Fine Range Resolution
The range resolution is determined by the
following relationship:





c is speed of light,
t is pulse width,
B is bandwidth, usually approximated as 1/t.
This relationship shows that the UWB system has improved range
resolution due to the increased bandwidth.
Jb. Low Clutter
Small resolution cell size (due to small pulse
width) reduces the clutter power contained in a single range
cell, leading to better detection performance in the presence
of a large amount of clutter. [Ref. 6:p. 1]
c. High Sampling Rate and Extensive Signal
Processing
If digital processing is used, sampling rates
will increase with bandwidth and consequently signal
processing will increase proportionally.
2. Implications of Low Frequency Component
a. Propagation and Penetration Ability
Low frequencies will attenuate slower than high
frequency components during propagation in any medium. So, one
can expect increased ground penetration and foliage
penetration.
Jb. Low Radar Cross Section (RCS) Target Detection
At low frequencies the negligibly small rain or
cloud echoes will not seriously interfere with the detection
of desired targets. [Ref 7:p. 193]
D. POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS
1. Foliage Penetration
Foliage penetration capabilities result from,
combining a long wavelength with a wide bandwidth. The long
wavelength contributes to penetration ability by decreasing
the backscatter coefficient from trees, while the wide
bandwidth preserves the high resolution that would otherwise
be lost by going to lower frequencies.
2 . Ground Penetration
Ground penetration radars take advantage of low
absorption from soils at low frequencies and strive to
maintain resolution by using larger bandwidths (or shorter
pulse widths). In ground-penetration radar designs, it is
common practice to use 100% relative bandwidth (for example
operating the frequency between 5 MHz and 150 MHz) . The
transmitted waveform is often close to a single cycle and is
derived from a singly- switched impulse.
3. Target Identification
High- resolution radar technology at X-band is a
proven design capable of providing range resolution below one
meter. UWB systems can provide even better range resolutions
because they utilize very short pulses. The potential of this
ultra-high range resolution allows targets to be resolved into
individual scattering centers and thereby enhance target
identification. [Ref. 1:P. 373]
III. TRADITIONAL HIGH VOLTAGE PULSE GENERATION
Signal waveform is an important part of radar design.
Given other parameters, the energy of the pulse determines
detection performance. A traditional method of generating a
pulse train is by using a switch that is connected to a power
source and a load. By turning the switch "on" and "off", a
pulse train is generated. The requirements of UWB signal
waveforms include high power, a fast rise time, and the
ability to generate waveforms with precision. This chapter
deals with the basic concept and devices used in the
generation of high voltage waveforms.
A. BASIC CONCEPT
The basic concept of generating a high voltage short
duration pulse is shown in Figure (3.1) . The rise time of the
pulse is determined by the impedance of an energy storage
circuit, the load impedance, and the resistive and inductive
characteristics of the switch and the switch circuit geometry.
[Ref. 5:P. 11]
When the switch is open, the current from the energy
source charges the energy storage capacitor (C) through the
charging impedance (R)
,
and the voltage across the energy
storage capacitor builds up with time as given by the












Figure 3.1 Basic principle of the pulse generator
[From Ref . 5 :p. 12]
V
c
(t) = V-V- e RC = V- \l -e RC
;
(3.1)
Closing the switch allows the stored energy in the
capacitor to discharge rapidly through the load. The charging
impedance (R) is much larger than the load impedance (RL ) . The
discharge voltage as given by the equation [Ref 8:p. 111-1201
Vc (t) = Vf (3.2).
By switching on and off at certain intervals, the
capacitor is charged and discharged resulting in a train of
pulses. The duration of the discharge pulse is inversely
11
proportional to the load impedance (RL ) and the capacitance
(C) . The rise and fall times depend mostly on the
characteristics of the switching process. A transmitter must
be able to provide a short rise and fall time in order to
generate a pulse approximating the ideal impulse.
B. SWITCHING DEVICES
The switching device is the means by which a
nonconducting medium becomes conductive. There are different
types of switches, to include "spark gap" [Ref. 9:p. 529-537],
"photoconductive" [Ref. 10:p. 124-126] and [Ref. ll:p. 266-
271], "hydrogen thyratron" [Ref. 12:p. 256-265], "high
pressure gas" [Ref. 13:p. 277-282], "air break down tail
erosion" [Ref. 14:p. 283-298], and "gas avalanche" [Ref. 15:p.
299-315] , etc. They all are claimed to be able to meet the UWB
waveform requirement. The most basic and popular are the
"spark gap" and "photoconductive" types of switching.
1. Spark Gap Switching Device
The spark gap switching device used in the UWB
system is also known as the Hertzian generator. A Hertzian
generator diagram is shown in Figure (3.2) . Its operation can
be described as follows: a 50 KV power supply is fed through
a 200 MQ resistor and charges the capacitor until some nominal
value, e.g., 10 KV, appears across the pressurized spark gap.
If the spark gap is adjusted to fire at 10 KV, it will break















Figure 3.2 Diagram of a typical Hertzian impulse
generator [From Ref. 16 :p. 539]
instant, the resistance is very low and the mechanism can be
considered to physically be a switch in the closed position.
The 10 KV across the 2 picofarad capacitor then discharges
into the 50 Q transmission line. After the capacitor
discharges, the plasma disappears and the capacitor will
charge again through the 200 Mfi resistor. This self -generating
pulse repetition frequency (PRF) is determined by the R-C time
constant. The optimum results are determined by geometry
configuration and gap spacing. [Ref. 16: P. 53 5]
2. Photoconductive Switching Device
Photoconductive switches are optically controlled
devices. The conductivity of the semiconductor material is
proportional to the total photon flux illuminating this
material. When illuminated by the laser, the energy of the
13
laser photons exceeds the band gap energy of the
semiconductor. Electrical carriers are created by photons
absorbed in a semi- insulating or high resistivity
semiconductor material causing the material to change from its
highly resistive state into a highly conductive state. This
material conducts until illumination is ended. If this change
in conductivity is sufficiently strong and fast, the device
acts like a switch. Switching speed is the greatest advantage
of the photoconductive switching device. The generation time
necessary to absorb a photon and liberate an electron-hole
pair is on the order of 10" 14 seconds.
C. ENERGY STORAGE DEVICE
The output pulse from the primary energy storage method
described in Figure (3.1) has too low of a voltage for UWB
system applications. In these cases the primary pulse is
frequently sent through a voltage-multiplier circuit. The most
common voltage-multiplier circuit, especially at high energy
levels, is the Marx generator. A basic Marx circuit is shown
in Figure (3.3). This circuit is basically a number of N
capacitor stages charged in parallel to some voltage V and
then connected in series by a number of N switches to
discharge and produce an output voltage NV. The number of
stages is dependent upon the input voltage available and the
required output voltage and power.
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Figure 3.3 Basic Marx circuit
[From Ref. 17:p. 415]
generator is that a significant amount of energy lies around
the dc component. The antenna acts like a high pass filter and
does not radiate dc and thus this kind of narrow pulse
generator is not efficient for radiation. Another disadvantage
is that the pulse shape and PRI are not well controlled. There
is no fine control of spectrum to avoid interference with
friendly receivers. All these problems can be avoided by using
the Fourier method of waveform generation which is discussed
in the next chapter.
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IV. FOURIER SYNTHESIS OF WAVEFORMS
From Fourier theory, any periodic signal can be
decomposed into a sum of weighted sinusoids. Conversely, a
periodic signal can be generated by a suitably weighted sum of
sinusoids. Thus, any periodic waveform can be synthesized by
summing the outputs of several harmonically related
oscillators. This chapter extends the waveform generation
beyond simple periodic pulse waveforms. Generation of
waveforms with complicated amplitude codes will be described.
By Fourier synthesis, a variety of coded waveforms can be
generated with accurate control of pulse shapes and pulse
repetition intervals (PRI)
.
A. BASIC CONCEPT OF FOURIER SYNTHESIS OF WAVEFORMS
From Fourier theory, any periodic function of time x(t)
can be expressed as a linear combination of a constant a plus
all the sine and cosine functions whose frequencies are
integer multiples of the fundamental frequency (f ) .
x (t) = 4? + £ [an ' cos(nw t) + bn • sin(nw t)l , (4.1)Z
n = l
where




W = 2-7T-f 0;











2bn = | Jx(t)- sin(nw t)dt .
For the equation (4.1) , the second term on the right-hand
side is the summation of an infinite number of harmonics which
are practically impossible to achieve. Mathematically this can
be separated into a finite sum and an infinite sum.
x(t) =
-^ + £ [an - cos(nw t) + bn - sin(nw t)]
(4.3
an
- cos(nw t) + bn sin(nw t;
Allowing the sum of the first 2N+1 terms to be the Fourier
series representation for x(t), the sum of the rest of the
terms can be listed as an error. The constant N is an integer





-g + £ [an - cos(nw t) + bn - sin(nw t)j . (4.4)
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The above equation can be used to generate x(t) by
simultaneously transmitting all of the N frequency components
of x(t) . When using a stable source for each spectral
component and coherently transmitting these signals through a
wideband antenna, an x(t) is formed in space where x(t) is any
function which can be Fourier analyzed. For normal radar
functions, x(t) is usually a train of pulses. This approach
differs from the previous methods which generate the short
pulses in real time by switching the signal on and off
quickly.
Since radiated waveforms do not contain a dc component,
a can be made to be equal to zero. This allows the equation
(4.4) to be written as
N
x(t) «£ [an - cos(nw t) + bn - sin(nw t)] . (4.5)
n=l
B. FOURIER SYNTHESIS FOR SIMPLE PULSE WAVEFORMS
1. Fourier Series Method
Consider a simple rectangular pulse train, see
Figure (4.1a). Each rectangular pulse has amplitude A and
width t. The pulse train can be mathematically described as
x(t) = A- £ fl (t-nT-t ) , (4.6)
Figure 4.1a Simple rectangular pulse train
where
t is the time shift,
ri(t) -
1, < t < T ;
0, T < t < T .
From equation (4.2), one can calculate the Fourier
coefficients an and bn as follows
a
n









From equations (4.5) and (4.7), the train of pulses can be
approximated as
19
(t) = £ | a „ * cos(nw t) + b n - sin(nw t)J
2A







• sin nwn t„+
cos nw„t
(4.8)
Two examples illustrate the waveforms which are
generated by equation (4.8). In the first example, the
following parameters are used.
Time shift (t ) = 0,
Amplitude (A) = 1,
PRF = 250 MHz,
Pulse width (t) = 0.5 nanoseconds,
Number of harmonics (N) = 9.
x(t) sin(nw r) -cos(nw t) + 2sin2 (4.9
The corresponding waveform is shown in Figure (4.1b). In the
second example, the number of harmonics is changed to 64 and
the rest of the parameters remain the same. The corresponding

















Figure 4.1b Waveform generated by equation (4.8) with















Figure 4.1c Waveform generated by equation (4.8) with
A=l, PRF=0.25 GHz, t=0.5 nsec, t =0, N=64.
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By looking at these two waveforms, one can see that
the greater the number of harmonics, the more closely the
pulse shape matches the desired pulse width (r) . Actually the
pulse shape by itself is not of such great importance in radar
waveform design, as long as a matched filter can be
implemented for the transmitted waveform.
It may be easier to generate a periodic train of
pulses if the Fourier series expansion is performed using
symmetry (i.e., t = -t/2 or T-t/2). The coefficients for the
sine terms are zero.
x(t) =£ 2A (4.10)
In this case there will be only cosine terms in the expansion.
This may simplify waveform generation. Using the same
parameters as in previous examples, the corresponding
waveforms generated by equation (4.10) are shown in Figures
(4.2a) and (4.2b)
.
The waveforms generated by these two approaches are
the same, as seen in Figures (4.1b), (4.1c), (4.2a) and (4.2b)
but the latter may be more convenient.
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Figure 4.2a Waveform generated by equation (4.8) with
A=l, PRF=0.25 GHz, t=0.5 nsec, t =-r/2, N=9
Figure 4.2b Waveform generated by equation (4.8) with
A=l, PRF=0.25 GHz, r=0.5 nsec, t =-r/2, N=64
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2 . Sum of Sinusoids Method
Another way to generate a narrow pulse is by summing
up a number of sinusoids:
x(t) £ cos (nw t)
n=l
(4.11)
Using the Euler's formula, equation (4.12) can be expressed in
exponential form as:
x(t) = £ cos(2*nf t) = 1 £ (e j2nnfot + e -j2nnfot (4.12)





l-e -j2« (N+l) f„t
l-e -j2«f„t
«Nf t. sin [7i (N + l) f t]
+
j„Nf t. sin[7c (N+l) f t
2 sin(7i; f 1
sin(7rNf t
sin(7if t)
:os[7t(N + l)f t]
(4.13)
The form of equation (4.13) is that of a slowly
varying amplitude function multiplied by a sinusoidal signal
cos(27rf t). Figure (4.3) shows the amplitude function of the
sinusoidal signal with PRF of 0.25 GHz and the number of
harmonics used (N) equal to nine which explains that the pulse
is formed by amplitude shaping of the sinusoid.
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Figure 4 . 3 Amplitude function of equation (4.13) with
A=l, PRF=0.25 GHz, N=9
.
method shown in Figure (4.2), the corresponding waveforms
generated by this method are shown in Figures (4.4a) and
(4.4b) for the fundamental PRF of 0.2 5 GHz and the number of
harmonics used equal to nine and 64. The resulting amplitude
has been normalized.
From Figure (4.4), it can be seen that
o The number of harmonics greatly influences the width of
a synthetic pulse. The greater the number of harmonics
used, the narrower the pulse will be.
o The desired synthetic pulse width is a function of the
fundamental PRF and the number of harmonics. The main
lobe width measured between the lowest points is T/ (N-l)
.
In the case of Figure (4.4a), the period T is 4
nanoseconds and the number of harmonics is nine, the














Figure 4.4a Waveform generated by equation (4.12) with
A=l, PRF=0.25 GHz, N=9
.
Figure 4.4b Waveform generated by equation (4.12) with
A=l, PRF=0.25 GHz, N=64.
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3 . Implementation
As previously described, very short pulses can be
generated by summing weighted or unweighted sinusoidal
components. By using a stable source for each spectral
component and coherently transmitting these signals through a
wideband antenna which has a common phase center for all the
spectral components, a train of short pulses can be formed. A












Figure 4.5 Block diagram of the transmitter
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Frequency sources are generated by a bank of phase -locked
oscillators. To phase- lock all the frequencies, a master
oscillator is used as a reference. The frequency of this
reference is the fundamental frequency. The phase -locked
oscillator provides the required frequency accuracy, spectral
purity, low noise and frequency stability. [Ref. 18 :p. 127]
The dc component of the Fourier series cannot be
transmitted and therefore is not included in the waveform
generation. These factors limit the generated waveform to
being an approximation of the ideal waveform. However if an
antenna is properly designed, these "approximate" waveforms
can be transmitted without dispersion where as an "ideal"
rectangular waveform would be distorted by the antenna. In
theory, these approximate waveforms actually may be superior
to the ideal rectangular waveform. Power in the pulses goes up
as the number of oscillators is increased. High-powered pulses
can be generated by using many oscillators of lesser power.
The choice of fundamental frequency (being the lowest
frequency component) is important and its selection is based
on its ground foliage penetration capability, target size,
noise considerations (galactic and l/f) and burst PRI
.
Figure (4.6) shows the result from both methods. In
a real system, either method can be used. The coefficients set
for different waveforms can be precomputed and stored. When a
particular waveform needs to be generated, corresponding
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Figure 4.6 Waveform comparison for "Fourier series
method" and "Sum of sinusoid method"
conjunction with the oscillators to produce the required
waveforms
.
As discussed previously, the synthetic pulse width
is related to the number of harmonics and the fundamental
frequency. The pulse repetition frequency (PRF) is fixed by
f . A desired PRF can be controlled by an on-off switch.
Oscillators can be turned on at the beginning of the pulse and
turned off at the end of the desired period, then wait for the
completion of the desired PRI
.
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C. FOURIER SYNTHESIS FOR CODED WAVEFORMS
A coded waveform is a pulse sequence which contains N
subpulses of equal duration. The subpulses of opposite
polarity are arranged in a certain sequence to achieve a spiky-
autocorrelation with minimum sidelobes.
1. Reasons for Coded Waveforms
In conventional radars, the pulse compression scheme
allows a radar to utilize a long coded pulse to achieve higher
radiated energy for longer detection ranges, while it still
retains the range resolution of short pulses. The same idea
can be used in UWB radars. The purpose of this is to put more
energy on the target. The coded pulses can be generated by the
Fourier method, as described in the next section.
2 . Mathematics for Generation of Coded Waveforms
A Fourier series expansion for the function x(t) can
be determined more easily by differentiating the function, if
the resulting expression is of the form of a delta function
sequence. Differentiation of rectangular pulses indeed results
in delta function sequences. A delta function sequences can be
expressed as the sum of the cosine waveforms, which makes it
possible to determine the Fourier series coefficients.
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From equation (4.5) , the approximate Fourier series
expansion is
2wnt \
. i_ _ / 2icnt
x(t) -g|a,.co.|^S«:j bn - sin^pjj . (4.5)
Differentiating both sides with respect to t,
x /(t) -g[»Sa11-Bin(iSt)*5«Vco.(i=E)j. (4.14)
Let
x'(t) - g [«„• cos(^) p„- -in(»SE)] . (4.15:
where
^•b„, pn = ^-a„. (4.16:
If x' (t) can be expressed as a delta function sequence, then












a = -i-.«2nn n nw n
(4.17)
3 . Examples
In conventional radars, pulse compression waveforms
are generated by phase coding sinusoidal signals (i.e., 0°
phase shift for ' + ', and 180° phase shift for '-'). Binary
coded waveforms for UWB radars can be generated by using the
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polarity of the pulse (i.e., positive amplitude for '+' and
negative amplitude for ' - ' ) . Any binary coded sequence can be
approximated using the Fourier series. In the following
examples a Barker code sequence of length 5 will be
considered; this sequence is "+ + + - +".
a. Continuous Wave Coded Waveforms
In continuous wave coded waveforms, the ratio
of the number of subpulses per PRI to the code word length is
one (i.e., the code waveform will repeat itself continuously)
.
Using polar signaling as the coded format, a Barker code of
length 5 is shown in Figure (4.7a) where " + " is represented
with a rectangular pulse of amplitude A and " - " is represented
by a rectangular pulse of amplitude -A. Thus, a long coded
pulse of duration T consists of five subpulses each of length
T/5 . This continuous wave coded waveform can be mathematically
represented as
x(t) =A-£ri(t-nT) + A- £ n (t -nT-|) +A-£l~l(t:-n 2T
where







< t < —
— < t < T
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£ 5 (t-nT) - £ 5 (t-nT--±)
£ 6 (t-nT-I) - £ 6 (t-nT-^
n =-oo ^ n=-°°
£ 6 (t-nT- -21 ) - £ 8 (t-nT- 2*)
3T£ 8 (t-nT- ^±) - £ 8 (t-nT- -££)
+ A £ 8 (t-nT- il) - £ 8 (t-nT- -§I)
n=-°° n=-°°
(4.19
Regrouping terms in equation (4.19),
x ' ( t ) = A • £ 8 (t - nT ) -2A • £ 8 (t - nT 3T
2A t-nT 4T A-£8(t nT 5T
(4.20
Equation (4.20) can be plotted as Figure (4.7b).
Delta function sequence <5 T (t) can be represented as
8T (t) = JT 8(t-nT) - 1 l-£cos(nw t) . (4.21)


























Figure 4 . 7b Delta function sequence,
derivative of Figure 4.7a
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From equation (4.20) and (4.21












All 1/T terms are canceled, and equation (4.22) reduces to




Applying the trigonometric compound formula, the equation can
be expanded to
x/ (t) = 4£ 'Ecos(nw t)
1 n=l
"^ •E 2 ' [cos(nw t) -cos(n •^ ^ ) sin(nw t ) • sin(n -^ --^)]
-—
- *E cos(nw t)-cos n-— •— )•






x'(t) = |-^cos(nw t)-/l-2cos^ + 2cosM-cosl|^
- ^ •£ sin(nw t) • (2sin-^ -2sin^ + 2sinl^HL
(4.25)
The coefficient of the cos(nw t) term has been defined as aa ,
and the coefficient of the sin(nw t) term has been defined as
/3n in equation (4.15). Thus, from equation (4.25):
an
= ^.[i-2cos-^H + 2cosM - cos^^l
,
(4 .26)
T [ 5 5 5 J
P n = -^.[ 2 sin-^-2sin^ + sinl^ 1 . (4.27)
Substituting expressions for cen and /3n in equations (4.26) and
(4.27) into equation (4.17), Fourier coefficients an and bn
are
:










into equation (4.5), one
obtains the Fourier series expansion for the continuous wave
coded waveform:
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1 -2cos^i +2cosi^ -cos^p 1 -sin(nw t)
}
(4.30)
Figure (4.8) shows that the continuous wave
coded waveform for a unit amplitude and fundamental frequency
f is equal to 0.25 GHz. The number of harmonics used is nine
in Figure (4.8a) and 64 in Figure (4.8b) . Using the same
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Figure 4 . 8a Continuous wave coded waveform (code
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Figure 4 . 8b Continuous wave coded waveform (code +
+), and PRF=0.25 GHz, ratio=l, N=64.
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b. Pulsed Coded Waveforms
Unlike the previous case, in this section the
coded waveform does not repeat continuously without a pause.
A pause period follows the coded waveform. This pattern of a
coded waveform followed by a pause, forms the coded pulse
train. Figure (4.9a) shows a coded waveform with the ratio of
the number of subpulses per PRI to the code word length equal
to 2 which means a long coded pulse of duration T consisting
of 10 subpulses in sequence (i.e., +++- +00000) each
of length T/10. For this waveform, the Barker code of length
5 can be mathematically represented as:
2T
x(t) = A- V l~l(t -nT) +A- Y ri(t-nT--i-) +ATn<t-nT-ii
„4-L j4-L 10 „4-L 10








< t < T
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£ 6 (t-nT) - £ 6 (t-nT-^
£5(t-nT-JL)-£5(t-nT-|f)
£ 6 (t-nT-|l)-£5(t-nT-ll)
y § ( t -nT-il) - Y 6 (t-nT-il
+ A- 4T 5T;£ 8 (t-nT--±i)-J£5(t-nT-.|±)
Regrouping equation (4.32),
x'(t) =AT6(t-nT)-2A-r«|t -nT- 21 )
+ 2A-£ 5(t-nT-if)-A.f: 6(t-nT-S
(4.32
(4.33)
Equation (4.33) can be plotted as Figure (4.9b). From
equations (4.21) and (4.33),
x ; (t) = A
^
+ #'5>os(nw t) 2A
+ 2A 1 2
T






Figure Coded rectangular pulse train
(code + + + -+00000).
3:'(t)
t




Figure 4.9b Delta function sequence,
derivative of Figure 4.9a
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All 1/T terms are canceled, and equation (4.34) reduces to
x/^ = ^'E cos (™ot) " ^-E cos [™o(t-y£)]
^s«-Nt-S)]-"-£°-Nt-l?)]
(4.35)
Applying the trigonometric compound formula, the equation
(4.35) can be expanded to
x / (t) ,^.^ cQs(nWot
^ 'E 2 ' [cos(nw t) -cos(n M 21 j + sin(nw t) • sin(n -^ -21 }
^•^2-fcos(nw t)-cos/n-^-i|) + sin(nw t)- S in/n -^-|I)
n=l
2A
T •£ [cos(nw t)-cos(n.^-|I) + sin(nw t)- Sin(n-^-||)j .
(4.36)
Regrouping terms in equation (4.36), one gets
x '(t) = 2A-fcos(n Wo t)-/l-2cosM +2cosiH-cosiM
r ^ l ° ' \ 10 10 10
-
2A
.y sin(nyt) ./ 2sinMl - 2 sinl^ + 2 sin 1Qj371
r ^ l ° M 10 10 10
(4.37)
Using equations (4.15) and (4.37), cvn and j3n can be determined
as
„ _ 2A r «„__ 6 nil . «___ 8n7i _,„ lOnit 1 ,„ QQXa n = —— • 1- 2 cos + 2 cos - cos , (4.38)T 10 10 10
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Pn = -^.[ 2 sinli^-2sinll^ + sinM^ 1 . (4. 39)H T [ 10 10 10 J
Substituting expressions for an and /3n from equations (4.38)
and (4.39) into equation (4.17), Fourier coefficients an and
b
n
can be obtained as
an = ^_./2sinAi^-2 Sinl^ + sinMi^| , (4.40)nu \ 10 10 10
bn = _^./i-2cos!^ + 2cos!l^-cos!°HM . (4.41)nn \ 10 10 10 j
Substituting coefficients an and bn into equation (4.5), one
gets the Fourier series expansion for the pulsed coded
waveform:
x<t)-^-g{[2Bln^-2.1n^ + .lni25S].co.(nw t,
(4.42)
It should be noted that in this case no switching is required
to generate a pause period.
Figure (4.10) shows a coded waveform for a
fundamental frequency f of 0.25 GHz. The number of harmonics
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Figure 4.10b Pulsed coded waveform (code + +




Practical coded radar signals can be generated
with or without switching. Switching is used if a signal with
a long PRI is required. Oscillators can be turned on at the
beginning of the coded sequence and turned off at the
completion of the sequence. Although a switch is used, it is
still better than having to switch after every subpulse in the
sequence. However, if a coded radar signal with a relatively-
high PRF is required, no switching is needed at all to
generate the coded pulses. This is an advantage, since fast
switching is one of the technical hurdles in ultra-wideband
radar technology.
c. Other Coded Waveforms
This technique of Fourier expansion is also
valid for other kinds of codes as long as after successive
differentiations, the resulting expression only consists of
delta functions.
The following example shows a basic subpulse
consisting of a half rectangular pulse and a half zero pulse.
Assuming that the ratio of the number of subpulses per PRI to
the code word length is one, then the coded waveform will
repeat itself without any pause period. The "+" is represented
by the half pulse of amplitude A, the other half pulse of zero
and the "-" is represented by the half pulse of amplitude -A,
the other half pulse of zero. Barker code of length 5, as
shown in Figure (4.11a) can be mathematically represented as
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x(t) = A- £ ri(t-nT) + A- J^ ri(t-nT-— )
n = -oo n=-°° *"
+ A- Y n(t-nT-i? ) -A-Vri(t-nT-iI
8T




1, < t <
10
0, — < t < T .
10
For computation purposes, the time axis in x(t) is shifted.
Shifted x(t) can be written as
x(t) - A-£l~l(t-nT) + A- £ n (t -nT- ±±- )
tA-f n(t-nT-il) - A- V l~l (t -nT + il
JrL 10 „4-L 10
:4.44)
+ A • £ fl (t -nT + 2T10
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Differentiating both sides of equation (4.44),
x'(t) = h- Y 8 ( t - nT ) - A • Y St -nT - -±-
A • Y 5 (t - nT - -^ ) - A • V 6 / 1 - nT - -51
rife, \ 10 I £- \ 10
»X»( t-r -S)- A - <£ 4 ( t -*r -IS
A
.f; S (t-nT + |I)-A-|:8(t-nT +±
(4.45)
The resulting function is shown in Figure (4.11b)
.
Substituting the expression for <5 T (t) from equation (4.21) in
equation (4.45), gives
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Figure 4.11b Delta function sequence,
derivative of Figure 4.11a
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Applying the trigonometric compound formula, equation (4.46!








cos(nw t) -cosjn-^ --Xj + sin(nw t), l os/n -4? 'il f n } -sin/n •— •—
;(nw t) ( 2ti 2T
—
) + sin(nw t) -sin/n 2ti . 2T
T 10
2ft
-£ [cos(nw t)-cos(n.^.i|) + sin(nw t).sin(n-^-|I
-^ •£ [cos(nw t) -cos/n • 2£ -il] + sin(nw t) -sin/n -2£ -il
2*-£ .[cos(nw t)-cos(n-^.||) + sin(nw t).sin(n.^-||V
2A





cos(nw t) -cosjn • —- •—
|
- sin(nw t) •£











Regrouping terms in equation (4.47), one gets
x(t) = — •£ cos(nw t) -i^ £ cos(nw t) -cos—T
n = l
T n=l 5
+ i£-V cos(nw t) -cosl^-i^-^ sin(nw t) -sin^^
T n=l 5 T n=1 5
4£ •£ sin(nw t) -sinlBI - «£ .£ cos(nWot) . cosI™
1 n=l D -1 n=l -*




Separating cos(nw t) terms and sin(nw t) terms,
x / (t) = _2A.£ COs(nw t)-(l-2cosI^ + 2cos^i^ - cos 5 r
5 5 5




and |3n can be determined as
2A r
-
~~„ nil . «___ 2nn „_ 5nn .,an = — -1-2 cos + 2 cos —— - cos—-— | , (4.50)T 5 5 5
Hn T [ 5 5 5
J
From equations (4.17), (4.50) and (4.51), Fourier coefficient!
a n and bn can be obtained as
-A-/2sin!i^-2sinJ^ + sin-^)
,
nit I 5 5 5
b = _^./i-2cosi^ + 2cosl^-cosl^|
. (4.53
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Substituting an and bn into equation (4.5), one gets the
expression for this special coded waveform. Figure (4.12)
shows this waveform for fundamental frequency of 0.25 GHz. The
number of harmonics used in Figure (4.12a) is nine and in
Figure (4.12b) it is 64.
D. Tradeoffs in Coded Waveform Generation
There are tradeoffs involved in the implementation of
coded waveforms. The waveform shown in Figure (4.8) is not
realistic for practical applications since the positive
amplitude is much smaller than the negative amplitude. Figures
(4.13a) to (4.13f) show the Barker codes of lengths 3, 4, 5,
7, 11 and 13. From these figures, one can notice that the 7-
bit and 11 -bit code lengths have more even balances of
positive and negative units and therefore would be used more
likely. The number of positive going bits should be nearly
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Figure 4.13a CW coded waveform (code + + -) , and
PRF=0.25 GHz, ratio=l, N=15.
Figure 4.13b CW coded waveform (code + +
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Figure 4.13c CW coded waveform (code + + +
PRF=0.25 GHz, ratio=l, N=25.
+) , and
Figure 4.13d CW coded waveform (code + +
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Figure 4.13e CW coded waveform (code +
PRF=0.25 GHz, ratio=l, N=55
+
- ) , and
Figure 4.13f CW coded waveform (code +++++--+-
PRF=0.25 GHz, ratio=l, N=65.
+) , and
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The following examples illustrate the waveforms which are
generated by different combinations as listed in Table (4.1)
.
TABLE 4 . 1 LIST OF PARAMETERS AND FIGURES FOR PULSED











0.2 5 GHz 15 3 9, 15, 64 4.14- a, b, c
0.25 GHz 20 4 9, 20, 64 4.15- a, b, c
0.25 GHz 25 5 9, 25, 64 4.16- a, b, c
0.2 5 GHz 35 7 9, 35, 64 4.17- a, b, c
0.2 5 GHz 55 11 9, 55, 64 4.18- a, b, c
0.25 GHz 65 13 9, 65, 81 4.19- a, b, c
From these figures, it can be noticed that for all the cases
of figure (a) series, the number of harmonics used is nine,
which is less than the number of subpulses per PRF, resulting
in coded waveforms that are distorted and with pulses that are
barely distinguishable. It turns out that in order to retain
a useful shape of a coded pulse, the number of harmonics
should not be less than the number of subpulses contained in
the PRI, that is N > "the number of subpulses contained in
each PRI", as seen from the figure (b) series. The greater the
number of harmonics used, the better the waveform shape will
be, as seen in the figure (c) series. However, a greater
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Figure 4.14c Pulsed coded waveform (code + + -), and
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Figure 4.15c Pulsed coded waveform (code +
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Figure 4.16a Pulsed coded waveform (code + + + - +) , and
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Figure 4.16b Pulsed coded waveform (code
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Figure 4.16c Pulsed coded waveform (code + +
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Figure 4.17a Pulsed coded waveform (code + + +




Figure 4.17b Pulsed coded waveform (code + + +
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Figure 4.17c Pulsed coded waveform (code + + +
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Figure 4.18a Pulsed coded waveform (code
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Figure 4.18c Pulsed coded waveform (code
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Figure 4.19a Pulsed coded waveform (code +++++--+
and PRF=0.25 GHz, ratio=5, N=9
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Figure 4.19b Pulsed coded waveform (code + + + +
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Figure 4.19c Pulsed coded waveform (code +++
and PRF=0.25 GHz, ratio=5, N=81
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V. CONCLUSION
This thesis investigates the technologies for generation
of high power, narrow pulse width baseband waveforms for UWB
radar systems.
The traditional method of high power generation has been
investigated over the years and results have been documented
in the literature. The basic principle is the storage of
energy by relatively low power sources followed by a sudden
energy release to achieve high peak power in a short duration.
Two popular types of switching devices and one energy storage
device were reviewed. The problems of the traditional methods
are: (1) low energy efficiency; (2) difficulty in controlling
pulse shape; (3) maintaining accurate PRF, and; (4) avoiding
interference to other friendly receivers. These problems limit
their use in UWB system applications.
On the contrary, the Fourier synthesis method of
generation has not been discussed in the literature. A Fourier
series is normally used to analyze and decompose a signal x(t)
into a set of sinusoidal basis functions. However, a Fourier
series can be used in reverse to synthesize x(t) by generating
and transmitting the individual sinusoidal components.
Waveform synthesis is accomplished by coherently combining a
discrete number of spectral lines, with each component
generated by a separate source which is phase -locked to a
master oscillator. The most unique feature of this method is
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that the impulses are formed in space based on the Fourier
synthesis in the frequency domain, rather than being produced
by a single high power source in real time. Also the Fourier
synthesis method spreads the burden of power generation over
many signal sources, with each contributing only a fraction of
the total power. This avoids the problem of high voltage
breakdown as is often encountered in traditional methods and
hence will ensure long term system stability. Other advantages
are:
o Instead of having a large single power source, it is
possible to build pulse power by using many sources of
lower power.
o This method provides more accurate control of pulse
parameters such as pulse shape and PRF. This advantage
comes from the accurate phase control of phase -locked
oscillators.
o Interference to receivers can be avoided by suppressing
a particular frequency without degrading the pulse shape
too much. Conversely, outside interference to friendly
receivers can be avoided by suppressing a return at a
specific frequency.
o it is possible to easily generate coded signals for pulse
compression and increase the average power for better
detection performance.
Two basic methods, "Fourier series" and "Sum of
sinusoids" have been investigated in this thesis. Furthermore
the Fourier series method also offers the possibility of coded
waveforms using the built-in amplitude and phase control in
each frequency channel. Coded waveforms are used in
conventional narrow band radars to increase the average power
(for higher detection performance) and still retain the
advantages of shorter pulses. Average power is particularly
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low in UWB waveforms due to its very narrow pulse width. Thus,
it is all the more important to employ coded waveforms to
increase the average power. In this thesis two methods of
generation of coded waveforms are discussed. These are
"continuous wave coded waveforms" and "pulsed coded
waveforms". The continuous wave coded waveforms will repeat
themselves indefinitely which is not of much utility for
pulsed radars. Thus to have a pulse coded waveform with
controlled PRF, switches must be employed. Oscillators are
turned on for the length of coded pulse and then turned off to
achieve the desired PRF. The pulsed coded waveforms can also
be generated without using any switches, but it would require
additional oscillators to maintain clear signal shapes. Thus,
there is a tradeoff between switches and the number of
oscillators used to achieve desired PRF. In general, the first
method will be more efficient in most situations. It requires
fewer oscillators and allows independent control of PRF and
the lowest frequency component. The second method is suitable
for very high PRF waveforms.
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APPENDIX A FOURIER SERIES EXPRESSION FOR THE
PERIODIC TRAIN OF UNIT IMPULSES
Consider a rectangular pulse train, as shown in Figure
(4.1b). Each single rectangular pulse is defined as equation
(4.6) but with unit pulse area, so the amplitude becomes 1/r.
The Fourier coefficients a and aD can be calculated by-
equation (4.2) and (4.10)












Therefore the magnitude of a
n
becomes independent of n. The
spectrum then consists of an infinite series of lines with
constant height and spacing.
From equations (4.1), (A.l) and (A. 3), one can define the
Fourier series expression of the periodic train of unit
impulses
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6 T (t) as
5T {T) = j^ b(t-nT) = 1 + -|-f>os(iw t) . (A. 4)
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APPENDIX B FOURIER COEFFICIENTS FOR CONTINUOUS WAVE
BARKER CODED WAVEFORMS
Using the same method described in section (IV.C.3.a),









a = • | 2 sin —-— - sm —-— | , (B. 3
nit
bn = JL.h- 2 cosl|^ +cos 6^l|
4
-bit Barker code
a n = ^_.[ 2 sinl^-2sinA^. + sinl^| , (B.5)
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-r 2s in ^-2sin-^ + sinA^|
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(B.7)





.[ 2sinii^ -2siniM + 2sin 12^ - sin ±*™
\im 7 7 7 7
J-,
A
.f- ^„ S-"7^ j-o^^c 107271 ~^ 122171 .«_,„, 14/271£>„ = • 1 - 2 cos + 2 cos - 2 cos + 2 cos




A /->«!« 6J2H o«-,",n 12l21t .,, 14 7271 « _ • „ 182271
<a n =
• 2 sin - 2 sin + 2 sin - 2 sin
2271 \ 11 11
j. o «! v, 202271 „• 22/271+ 2 sm - sin-
11 11
h .^_./i-2cosl^ + 2cosl2^_ 2cosAi^ +2 cos 18nn
11 11






n mz \ 13 13 13
- 2 sin 1°^ + 2 sin^M - 2 sin^i^l + sinl^^
13 13 13 13
b„ - ^./l-2cosl^ + 2cosi^-2cosli™
nx \ 13 13 13
+ 2cos 2°£* - 2cos -l 2^ + 2cos^±™ - cosl^L
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